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Everything that makes pubs tick

Robert Comiskey
on Eatons Hill Hotel
Gaming the system

Vaping & e-cigarettes law & you
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Punter ATTRACTION and retention in your pub is vital for a better
bottom line, but it doesn't have to be as hard as a mathS equation.
So what’s the formula to keeping punters in your venue longer?
Simple. By providing a better punting experience you create loyalty and repeat patronage.

We call it the “FORMULA FOR punter ATTRACTION FOR TABs”
Flexicast is Australia’s leading provider of wagering displays to TAB outlets and licensed venues.
We offer an alternative to the standard TAB experience—a tailored experience for your users with
customised channels and punting screens, reduced staff costs and greater punter retention.
*PE+F = L+RP: Punting Experience + Flexicast = Loyalty + Repeat Patronage

CLICK HERE to download your free copy of our
Guide to Getting the Most From Your TAB,
or call Flexicast on 1800 676 705.

Putting Punters back
in Pubs & Clubs
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EDITOR’S RANT
After so much opinion-offering by lobbyists in recent
months, straddling and flamed by the annual gaming expo
and its consistent rise in popularity and success, we felt the
need to address some of the ill-informed and sometimes
downright slanderous claims of those critical of the
completely legal pursuit of gaming.
In my experience operators are aware and sympathetic
to people with control issues, in various forms, but it is a
slippery slope to begin self-determining who can and cannot
afford their own behaviour. Life is not about being wrapped
in cotton wool, or we’d all die at the next zebra crossing.
Perhaps even more nefarious a consideration is that many
of the critics come from a motivation that is in itself taking
advantage of the so-labelled vulnerable. Socialist groups and
those in the name of religion, or politicians in the pursuit
of credos, champion wide-sweeping claims that effect
little more than endear them to the kind of people whose
attention they are seeking. Job done.
Far more should be done to help addicts of all kinds, but
attempting to shame legitimate retailers of legal services is
just cheap shots at a soft target, and completely dismisses all
the upsides of what they are legally providing.
I was lucky enough this month to stay at the brand new
Eatons Hill Hotel accommodation, built at enormous
expense by the trailblazing Comiskey family. Such innovation
and investment would be far less common, if not simply
unviable, were it not for the broad appeal and good returns
on the very capital-intensive business of operating gaming
rooms.
In the spirit of outlandish statements sporting no proof or
argument, I wish all the soap-boxers would crawl back in
their humidi-cribs and get the love they obviously crave and
never got.
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PLAY THE
MUSIC THEY
WANT TO
HEAR
AND YOUR PLACE WILL
BECOME THEIRS.

NIGHTLIFE MUSIC

We help you personalise the experience by
playing your customers’ music – without
compromising the atmosphere you’ve
worked hard to create.

Nightlife Music Licensed Music For Business

nightlife.com.au

TRADE FEATURE

A topic of thrill, business and social agenda, gaming is a debate of extremes
on par with winning versus losing. We take a look at some of the hoo-ha and
its return to truth. Clyde Mooney reports
Like it or not, as a hotel operator in Australia you are one of
the poster children for critics of drinking and gambling. This
is despite both being legal, and both embedded into the
Australian way of life; the right to a beer and a punt perhaps
our equivalent to the right to bear arms.
The critics would seemingly prefer that these legal activities
be either made illegal or at least be far more strictly regulated,
in the name of protecting those prone to partaking in them,
particularly those judged to be unable to regulate themselves.
Further to this, the criticism laid at proprietors virtually says
that the business owners should be either relinquishing their
means of earning or at least their profits, in the name of moral
causes espoused by the critics.
The naivety of such an argument, applied to legal and highly
regulated products, is perhaps insight into the overall strength
of the debate, which needs research and facts over feelings.
Hotels appear to cop the worst of the anti-gaming rhetoric
(except of course in WA, where poker machines are limited to
casinos). But without the underpinning of a social or political
agenda, the criticism of gaming machines gets pretty thin.

factor in this being what constitutes a “negative” consequence,
which can be very subjective.
There is no question that many chemical substances can have
a physically addictive effect on the body and mind, including
alcohol and nicotine, as well as illicit drugs such as heroin,
cocaine and amphetamines. Interestingly, marijuana does not
cause a physical addiction, yet users are still typically referred
to as drug addicts.
Non-chemical addictions are not as clear-cut, bringing in
complex psychological aspects. These may involve dopamine
or other naturally produced psycho-chemicals, which may be
seen to be triggered by the activity. It is understood some of
the body’s own chemicals can become habit-forming in the
right environments, such as the endorphin reaction to overexercising, but many of these natural biochemical responses
may in fact be facilitated by mental disorders, or deficiencies
or imbalances in the brain’s natural chemicals.

Addictive Behaviour

While ‘sex addiction’ may be quite easily believed to be
stemming from problems with self-esteem or interpersonal
relationships, and cannabis use may be argued as sometimes
relating to self-medicating anxiety or depression, critics of
problem gambling rarely if ever cite how that behavioural
obsession might relate to problems in the person’s mind.

The mental health industry defines addiction roughly as
‘pursuing a practise despite negative consequences’. The key

NSW Greens MLC Justin Field says poker machines are
“designed for addiction”. Despite many such claims, there is
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no available evidence that pressing buttons and watching a
screen, no matter how many entertaining lights and sounds,
causes a chemical addiction. And whether or not the thrill of
the gamble induces a dopamine or endorphin reaction in the
player is completely subjective, dependent on the player’s
own level of risk and personal physiology.
This can be seen in evidence from Dr Charles Livingstone,
which suggests poker machine design can include elements
that reportedly have an addictive effect on 15 per cent of
regular players and put a further 15 per cent at-risk. These
highly subjective results show how aspects of game play can
be appealing to some players, but far from meet the definition
of habit-forming stimuli no player can resist.
The notion that features cannot in themselves be ‘addictive’
can be read into the existence of the NSW Independent Liquor
& Gaming Authority’s register of prohibited poker machine
functions, which defines some as “likely” to cause harm. There
is no list of ‘known addictive’ features.
A topic of significance to this point is the feature known as
‘losses disguised as wins’, which is central to the Federal Court
case going on between a claimant (represented by a highprofile law firm) and both Crown Casino and Aristocrat. The
Dolphin Treasure machine is said to have this feature, and
gives players visual and audible cues when they have won.
The argument is that a player betting (for example) $1 and
winning only 25c, should not get ‘win’ signals, as they lost
money. But as the player did in fact win something, this
argument is assuming the poker machine player is somehow
unable to recognise that 25c is less than a dollar, which is why
they need to be protected. A 2013 report by Sydney University
suggested that losses disguised as wins are “often mistakenly
perceived by the player” to be wins, because they are – just
not greater than the original bet.
Reading articles by obviously anti-gaming contributors in
consumer publications, one often sees calls for individual

venues, LGAs, State Governments or Federal Government to
outlaw poker machines in the name of the greater good.
Venues are portrayed as shameless dealers to the vulnerable,
while governments at various levels are seen as ‘addicted’
to the flow of tax revenue. The broader implication is a
collaboration between industry and politicians to prey on
people. Clubs are regularly excused as the almost-innocent
bystanders in the equation, being not-for-profit. Their poker
machine earnings are taxed lower than hotels in all states, in
NSW the first $1m tax-free.
Following July’s release of the gaming expenditure data by
the Victorian Commission for Gambling & Liquor Regulation
(VCGLR), pubs were slammed for being profitable by scandalmongering media, often their local press, with typically
inadequate perspective.
The Alliance for Gambling Reform (AGR) was demanding a
pub above the Forest Hill Chase shopping centre “close down
its pokies” and asserting a “strong link” between venues and
their proximity to shopping centres.
Gaming machines across Victoria have an average revenue
figure (before tax) of around $1900 per week per machine
(VCGLR). The pub in Forest Hill Chase does enjoy an average
79 per cent higher, around $3400 per week.
But while the AGR’s director Tim Costello argues this is a result
of its proximity to “the person shopping with housekeeping
money”, which makes venues “extra dangerous”, the
observation doesn’t hold true that venues in major retail
centres reap a premium. By way of comparison, NSW’s top
gaming pub El Cortez, which sees nearly four times the state
average per machine, is several kilometres from any shopping
centre.
So too pubs on the Mornington Peninsula were named and
‘shamed’, with earnings published, after patrons spent a
“staggering” $82m in FY17 at 17 venues, with over 850 EGMs.
The sensationalist tactic of a big million-dollar number
has a startling subliminal effect, hence the importance of
perspective.
The $82m across those machines amounts to around $1850
per machine per week, which is in fact 23 per cent below
the state average. By that rationale, those venues should be
commended.
Despite being the smallest state and having only 2,400
machines in total, lately there has been a furore around poker
machines in Tasmania. This is likely in part driven by the
long-term monopoly on the ownership of the actual permits
by the family-owned Federal Group, which has had complete
dominance of Tasmania’s pokies operations since 1973.
Anglicare produced research into the economic implications
of gambling in Tasmania, and claims proof that restricting
pokies to casinos will bring social and economic benefits to
the entire state. Report author John Mangan assumed that
October 2017 PubTIC | 7
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removing poker machines from pubs and clubs would make
people less like to gamble, citing “impulse gambling due to
proximity” will fall.

intense regulatory scrutiny applied to gaming venues,
and don’t present advice on seeking help with a gambling
problem, as dictated for gaming rooms and physical machines.

Based on this assumption, the report allocated these newfound riches in the community to 670 full-time jobs, drawing
$45m in wages and profits, and $91m to the State’s annual
output.

Conversely, most authorities are consistently tightening
controls at pubs and clubs offering EGMs. Victoria is in the
midst of rolling out six new regions, diluting to make many
‘fully capped’ on EGMs and widening some to encompass
known problem gambling areas. NSW continues its scheme
where one machine is surrendered to authorities for every
block of three traded.

In FY17 Tasmanians dropped $113m into EGMs at pub, clubs
and casinos. While it is not clear how the players might
have otherwise used this money to employ people, what is
undisputed is that many people are employed at venues, and
both they and the venues pay taxes and further the economy.
What’s more, the occasional or “impulse” gamblers are not
those supposedly needing help from ‘addiction’ or themselves,
and represent only a percentage of the total. Serious and
problem gamblers will not be dissuaded by having to go to a
casino, or using one of dozens of online betting platforms.
Ironically, for all the fuss in the Apple Isle over gaming losses,
even though Tasmanians have almost as many machines
per head of population as Victoria, money taken on those
machines is far below other state averages – just 47 per cent
of that in Victoria.
A Parliamentary Select Committee public inquiry has been
hearing evidence in relation to Federal’s monopoly licence,
due to expire in 2023. Treasurer Peter Gutwein notes the
committee’s terms of reference, “a wide range of gaming
products should be available that are fair, and provide an
acceptable average return to players”.
For all the criticism, EGMs are mandated to have a far
higher return to player (RTP) than the other forms of system
gambling. (see chart RTP)

Facts & Regulation
Several of the state regulators provide data on gaming
revenues, but each are different. Most likely this is due to the
historic disconnect between government departments, but
conspiracy theorists will have you believe it is to hide the
truth. The truth is it does present challenges when trying to
compare precincts between states.
There is discussion of a Gaming Machine National Standard,
which would help identify policy differences that actually
make a difference. Importantly, the report by Sydney
University’s gambling treatment clinic suggests a focus on “all
risky gambling products” and specifically how they may be
advertised.
The elephant in the pocket of the anti-gaming pundits is the
fact that smartphone technology now puts a casino or poker
machine or any number of elaborate multi-platform betting
systems in the hands of anyone with a credit card.
These forms of online gambling rarely comply with the
8 | October 2017 PubTIC

The exception to this ongoing restriction trend is the slated
reduction in pokie taxes for NSW registered clubs. The
O’Farrell and Baird Coalition governments have pushed these
reductions since 2011, adding to the taxpayer-funded subsidy
for Clubs since EGMs were introduced into NSW pubs in 1997,
which is believed to be in the region of $13bn to date.
The polite wisdom says ‘never talk politics or religion’ –
the philosophy being the these topics transcend facts
and rationality, incorporating people’s personal beliefs. To
contravene can confront their very sensibilities (cognitive
dissonance) and trigger a disproportionate response.
Any topic that attracts these devils of debate is fraught with
danger, and gaming is a magnet for politicians on both sides
of the spectrum as well as do-gooders, nanny-staters, antiestablishment misfits from all walks of life, and purveyors of
religious patronisation. This is why we get outspoken pollies
in Australia’s tiniest state trumpeting about a “grubby scheme
… dreamt up by the casino and hospitality sector”. As part of
the system of making law, does he not know that’s now how
it works?
But perhaps the most ironic are the cries that there is “no
place in modern [wherever]” for poker machines. What this
fails to realise is that the greatest threat to poker machines as a
business and recreational pursuit is in fact technology, and the
‘modern’ alternatives. The devil is in fact in the digital.

Local Knowledge.
International Reach.
Exceptional Outcomes.

“Queensland is a critical
component of the past and
future success of Ray White
and upon this basis it is
imperative we ensure our
valued client base enjoys
representation by the
industry’s best.”

Glenn Price has recently joined the Ray White Hotels Australia team
to bring a new and exciting strategic direction to Queensland’s
Hotel and Accommodation Investment Sector. Glenn’s in-depth
understanding of hotels and the institutional investment process
has led to his specialisation in negotiating flagship sales both to,
and on behalf of, listed hotel funds, private equity firms and
independent publicans.
At Australasia’s biggest real estate group, a company with 114
years of rich history and with $45 billion of annual turnover across
1000 international offices; Glenn Price is the Ray White Group’s
local Queensland expert offering superior service and delivering
exceptional outcomes.

Ray White Hotels Australia

Glenn Price
Director - Hotel Investment Sales QLD
Phone: 0402 623 298
Email: g.price@raywhite.com.au
raywhitehotels.com.au

CONTRIBUTOR – AHA

THE VAPES OF

WRATH

Written by Chris Gatfield – AHA NSW
manager Policy & Research.
Republished from April 2017 Hotel News.
It’s rare that a week goes by without a member reporting that
a patron has been insisting on their ‘right’ to use an electronic
cigarette (or e-cigarette) inside a hotel.

nicotine after 6,070 puffs on an e-cigarette in an hour, which
– as the same researcher helpfully pointed out – is physically
impossible.

Some customers can apparently be quite confrontational
about this supposed ‘right’, and insist that they can legally use
their device wherever they please, even while sitting at the bar
in their local pub.

However, liquid nicotine can be dangerous when ingested;
there have been reports of children dying after consuming
the contents of a bottle of e-liquid left within their reach by
careless adults.

While they are increasingly popular, there is a lack of publiclyavailable information on the legality (or otherwise) of using
e-cigarettes in certain environments.

Are e-cigarettes regulated?
To an extent. Some of the restrictions that apply to tobacco
also apply to e-cigarettes; for example, the sale of e-cigarettes
to minors is prohibited, they can only be sold from a single
point of sale per retailer, and it is illegal to use an e-cigarette in
a car with a child under the age of 16 present.

Even when NSW Health attempt to deal with the question “Are
e-cigarettes legal in NSW?” on their website, the explanation
takes nearly 400 words and somehow still fails to provide a
definitive answer!
Below are some of the most common questions about these
devices, to help clear the air (pardon the pun) when patrons
pose problematic questions.
Are e-cigarettes legal in NSW?
Yes. (That was easy!)
What are e-cigarettes?
Electronic cigarette, or e-cigarettes, are battery-powered
devices that heat liquid into a vapour (often called ‘vape’),
which is then inhaled by the user (called ‘vaping’).
This liquid often contains nicotine, despite the fact that the
sale of liquid nicotine is in fact illegal in Australia.
Unlike traditional cigarettes where burning tobacco creates
smoke which is inhaled, e-cigarettes do not create smoke, and
do not contain tobacco.
Are e-cigarettes popular?
Increasingly so, particularly with young people. Around 16 per
cent of people aged 18-29 in NSW currently vape, although
most do so less than once per week.
Are e-cigarettes dangerous?
Anti-smoking activists have taken up the cause of trying to
prove that vaping is as hazardous as smoking with some
gusto (one of the most vocal of these activists once forced the
Western Australian Opera to cancel a performance of Carmen
merely because it is set in a tobacco factory).
Despite their best efforts, and while e-cigarettes are relatively
new and research is still being conducted, there is still no
consensus on where or not they are bad for health, or
whether they encourage people to start smoking conventional
cigarettes, or quit altogether.
Is nicotine dangerous?
One researcher has estimated that you might overdose on
10 | October 2017 PubTIC

However, they fail to meet the definition of a ‘smoking
product’ under the Smoke-free Environment Act (“any tobacco
or other product that is intended to be smoked”), as the
vapour created by e-cigarettes may contain nicotine, but
contains no tobacco and is not smoke.
Is it legal to use e-cigarettes on (or inside) licensed
premises?
Yes. As they are not smoking products for the purposes of
the Smoke-dfree Environment Act 2000, there is no legal
restriction on where patrons may use e-cigarettes when on
licensed premises in both outdoor and indoor settings.
Technically, your confrontational e-cigarette user is correct –
they are not breaking the law by vaping inside your hotel.
So, can I prevent people using an e-cigarette in my hotel?
Absolutely. Section 77(2) of the Liquor Act allows hoteliers
to non-voluntarily exclude any patron who smokes in
contravention of the smoking laws, meaning that people who
refuse to stop smoking in a no smoking area can be asked to
leave. The problem being that vaping isn’t smoking, and isn’t
covered by that legislation.
However, Section 77(13) allows hoteliers to exclude any person
from their premises for any reason, so long as that person is
not being discriminated against.
If you have a policy that non-voluntarily cannot be used in
certain areas of your hotel, you are entitled to enforce that
policy.
If that policy is being wilfully ignored or disputed by a
belligerent vaper, you have every right to exclude them nonvoluntarily from the premises.
So, the next time a vaper insists that they have a ‘right’ to use
their e-cigarette in your venue, you can remind them that
their being in the hotel isn’t a right – it’s a privilege. Your hotel,
your rules.

MAJOR FEATURE

Building Australia’s

After tens of millions, and nine years of blood, sweat and tears, the
biggest pub in Australia is complete with the opening of its impressive
and long-awaited accommodation and retail complex. Group CEO Robert
Comiskey shared the making of the Comiskey Group and its monumental
Hotels. Clyde Mooney reports
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Eatons Hill Hotel

Around nine years ago, up-and-coming hotel group the
Comiskey family set in motion plans for hospitality excellence,
to come through the building of the biggest pub in the
country.
Just a few years later, the Eatons Hill Hotel first appeared in
the consciousness of Australian patrons and industry, set on a
huge 6-Ha block in Brisbane’s northern suburbs. A behemoth
of a pub, with eight bars, full gaming facilities, huge restaurant,
multiple function spaces and a 2,000 capacity Grand Ballroom
that quickly gained fame as a world-class space for big
international acts.
The very large format EHH itself gained widespread notoriety,
snatching the QHA’s award for Best Entertainment Venue its
first year, and for the following two years, while winning same
at the AHA National awards.
But all of this was largely forerunner to the recent and biggest
element of EHH, it’s $45 million 4.5-star accommodation
and retail complex, with 90 rooms, including two twobedroom penthouse suites, and Eatons Hill Village, boasting a
Woolworths and 15 specialty shops.
Construction began on this mid-2016, five years after the
original pub opened. The brief was for a cool, elegant, unique
design, perhaps reminiscent of Manhattan, and not what one
would expect in Brisbane suburbia.

New Eatons Hill
Entering the lobby, you are greeted visually with striking
natural surfaces, particularly the contrasting Cashmere gold
and Cashmere grey granite tiles from India, detailed brass
12 | October 2017 PubTIC

edging tracing oblique sightlines on every surface, and
signage laser-cut from solid 12mm brass plate. These contrast
the earthen qualities of the polished concrete tree-like
structural supports and floor-to-ceiling angular glass panels
between them.
Reception stands in front of a large original artwork by
Melbourne artist Andrew O’Brien, and smaller creative
extensions to this echo through the lobby of each room floor,
and above the beds in each room.
Beside reception is an elegant marble-topped bar, with
adjoining lounge area where guests might enjoy a few drinks
before heading to dinner or a show, or wind down after a
day’s work before retiring to their room.
An intricate chandelier hangs above the waiting area for the
elevators, which are similarly donned in Indian granite and
brass detailing.
All rooms feature luxury King-size beds with feather down
toppers, as well as smart TVs offering premium Foxtel, free
high-speed Wi-Fi, Bluetooth sound systems and luxury
bathroom accessories. The spaces are plush and welcoming,
with smart air-conditioning and panoramic views of the
surrounding countryside, tempered by heavy block-out
curtains to ensure a good night’s sleep.
Guests also enjoy access to the heated pool, gym and secure
parking. Or for the truly unencumbered, there is a choice of
two helipads.
On the basis people eat with their eyes, extraordinary lengths
have been taken to achieve sublime design, to be both
functional yet pleasing to even the untrained eye. Non-square
angles and joints better imitate natural beauty, but multiply

MAJOR FEATURE
the complexity of construction. So too custom adornments
add cost and complexity in the pursuit of subtle uniformity.
Some items, such as the brass toilet roll holders, requiring
custom fabrication to suit the style.
“This hotel – nothing was standard, and nothing’s square,”
states Group CEO Rob Comiskey. “Some of the angles, on
the plan they’re like 27.3 degrees. Joinery was the biggest
nightmare, as everything had to be designed and every room’s
different. Not even the suites are the same.”
Two months before the new accommodation wing
was launched the Retail Village opened its doors, a new
Woolworths anchoring an assortment including a café, bakery,
nail salon, hairdresser, massage therapist and more, bringing
first cashflow to the new build.
Conferencing facilities have also begun operation, led by The
Hills Room – the largest space, seating up to 350pax, encased
by glass with a large balcony overlooking the green, offering
draft beer and state-of-the-art presentation facilities and
multiple large screens.
Career hotel specialist Murray Rowbotham has been
appointed GM of the accommodation wing, stemming from
top-class establishments such as the Stamford Plaza and
Emporium Hotel.
Like many complex builds, days from opening the new hotel
and suites, with VIPs due to stay in the penthouses, some
essential areas were far from complete and it was all trades on
deck and a dozen tradesmen in a room to meet the opening

Robert Comiskey

deadline. But a big last-minute push and it was ready for the
big reveal.
“That’s the only way to work, I think,” says Comiskey. “You’ve
got to set a timeline, and honestly you can do a month’s
worth of work in a week, if you have to.
“You go through all that kind of thing. You have to deal with it
and move on. Once you get the end result you kind of forget
the pain, and after a few months you go ‘oh, it wasn’t that bad
…’ – nah, it’s a nightmare!
“This was our first motel. There are definitely things you go
through on every job that you didn’t think about at the time.
I’d like to do another one, with the things I learned from this
one, but then I reckon you’d get new things wrong.”

Family business
While the Comiskey Group’s history in hospitality spans only a
decade or so, the family has been building its own businesses
and assets for more than 30 years, much of it serving as fertile
ground for the monumental hotel projects to come.
“Our company was my dad. Dad owned shopping centres,
mainly smaller ones. I did architecture, my brother David did
engineering. I worked as construction manager for Subway
when they first came to Australia, then came back and worked
with dad after he opened the first pub.
“It wasn’t running well. It was losing money. We opened
a second pub and it was losing money as well, and we’re
thinking ‘this is a good idea’. I said I’d take them over. I’d never
run pubs before. We opened a third, and they started making
good money, but they weren’t ‘real’ hotels; only one had poker
machines, none of them had TABs.
“So when we sold them, I told dad I’m never again running a
hotel that doesn’t have a full hotel complement, with poker
machines and TAB. They’re easier to run, because they offer
so much more to the customer. You might as well just own a
October 2017 PubTIC | 13
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the agenda is expansion at Sandstone Point, then another
greenfield build of a 3,500sqm shopping centre with adjoining
2,500sqm sports club.
The three Comiskeys input a complementary skillset and
manage the big picture of the projects, sourcing materials
and contractors. Two trusted foremen then organise the work
done onsite in a closely managed and efficient production
line.
Sandstone Point Hotel is located on an enormous 35-Ha block
beside the road access to Bribie Island, around an hour’s drive
north of Brisbane. Complementing the huge-format pub will
be a modern new Big4 Caravan Park, with 300 lots, including
full amenity caravan sites with metered power and water,
self-contained apartments, to ‘glamping’ tents and straight
grass plots. Total capacity will be around 1200 people, many of
them large families.
There will be a big admin centre in the middle of the Park,
beside a multi-million-dollar waterplay park, with pools for
kids and adults, giant tipping water buckets, and a lot of wowfactor.
restaurant if you don’t have that type of stuff.
“My brother and I then opened Beachmere Hotel. I owned
companies with dad and my brother, it was all over the
shop – some 37 companies. All so complicated. So we all
amalgamated together, went a third each.”
This new structure went on to open more shopping centres
and child care centres, then Eatons Hill Hotel in 2011, then
more shopping centres, then the gigantic Sandstone Point
Hotel, then back to Eatons Hill for this latest stage. Next on
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Branded with the successful Big4 franchise, the caravan
park will include tech features such as wi-fi throughout its
sprawling nine hectares, which was looking challenging when
the NBN rollout passed right by the massive property. The
project has been NBN-ready and waiting for more than a
year, with pleas for connection going unheard, until recently
when it was unwillingly drawn into a public debate around
cost and access to the high-speed internet and afforded
some politicising by Queensland parties; connection is now
expected imminently.

MAJOR FEATURE
working farm. An ‘animal experience’ allows kids and families
to meet and interact with animals on the farm.
Agriculture at Sandstone Point farm produces much of the
pub’s herbs and vegetables, but steers clear of serving up
any of the barnyard entertainment. Chefs plunder the fields
in the morning for bits of this and that, while three fulltime
gardeners tend to the produce and decorative gardens. Each
year the orchard grows in size, providing a wide variety of
fruits.
As per the new system adopted across Eatons Hill Hotel’s pub
and accommodation, guests at the hotel will receive a room
card that can be used virtually anywhere on the premises,
including the restaurant and bottleshop, all conveniently billed
back to the room, with a credit card on file.
Researching for the Park, the directors looked at the reputed
best in Australia, such as Big4 at Hastings Point in NSW,
and the amazing Coconuts in Cairns, with its ever-growing
infrastructure and amenities, such as the water park and
massive jumping pillows.
The Sandstone Point caravan park will join the Hotel, itself
occupying around seven hectares, and unsurprisingly, a
childcare centre also on the property, which is in fact still a

Good Business
Beyond large-scale optimisation of their existing behemoth
pubs, turning each into suburb-like destinations in their own
right, and the new sports club build expected next year, the
Comiskeys aren’t ready to back off just yet.
“I’ve got another spot I’ll probably look at. There’s some
massive growth going on in Queensland, interstates going in

Hotel Steyne, Manly NSW
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and massive growth corridors; something like 16,000 homes
in this one stretch, and the estate across the road is doing
10,000 homes. Someone has to get in there now and just
invest and try to hold it, see if they can make money out of
the next five to ten years.
“You need a catchment of at least 5,000 people to make a
hotel viable, in my opinion. Coles and Woolworths look at
10,000 catchment for supermarkets. In childcares we used to
look at about 5,000 minimum. Beachmere’s got 5,000 people.
We’ve had that Hotel for eight years now. It lost money for the
first two years, but it’s a good hotel and the locals love it. It
gets good support.
“Sandstone Point is a mini suburb on its own. So many people
love it. It’s two and a half years old and still if you don’t make
a booking on a Saturday or Sunday, you can’t get in. It’s like a
thousand covers each day.
“It’s that destination; that drive with the kids for something
to do on a weekend. We stuck in a big jetty. You’ve got the
existing jetty that’s been there 50 years, which goes 100
metres out, then we’ve got a 60-metre long jetty that was
part of the Brisbane River Walk, which floated down the river
in that big flood in 2011. We bought part of it, rebuilt it and
floated it out to Sandstone. It’s great; it’s six metres’ wide,
concrete structure built for a 100-year lifespan.
“We have wedding centres all over Sandstone Point. We
mainly get around on buggies. The hotel’s got a function
room upstairs and downstairs, and its focus is mainly
weddings. Picturesque, on the water, it goes very well for big
weddings, where Eatons Hill is mainly functions and corporate
functions.”
This point of difference between the two big pubs is
representative of their respective considered markets.
Sandstone Point embodying highly photogenic rolling
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greenery and water views, while Eatons Hill was
fundamentally built to service the adjacent Brendale industrial
estate, still under construction but already well on its way to
becoming one of the largest in Australia.
Contrary to common belief, the new accommodation wing
was always intended primarily for this corporate visitor
market; the perfect place for interstate rep’s to stay during
a visit to head office, with no competition nearby. This
professional market was the primary target for the nine-year
‘build it and they will come’ $80m Eatons Hill concept.
The pub has of course become a thriving operation in its own
right, famous for its first-class events and big-format approach,
such as the annual rodeo, growing more popular each year,
bringing good old-fashioned farm hand fun to the masses.

MAJOR FEATURE

The sprawling grass area behind the hotel is also fully licensed,
able to hold concerts for up to 7,500 people.
The pub will now undoubtedly share synergistic trade with
the new accommodation. Even the function spaces in the
two structures have been designed to offer what the other
didn’t, the pub showing a strong preference for performances
and live music. Music industry royalty such as Prince, Marilyn
Manson and Good Charlotte have played the EHH.
“We don’t do many weddings over there, the reason being
they take up the band room. We deal with the more expensive
bands that can’t play in a normal pub. That puts us apart. We
won’t allow tribute bands in any of the hotels, because people
get confused between a tribute band and the real thing.
“When we announced Good Charlotte were playing here,
people were asking ‘Is it the real Good Charlotte, or a tribute

band?’ We‘d say ‘the real Good Charlotte’, so they’d ask, ‘is that
the name of the band – The Real Good Charlotte?’ We just
couldn’t get it through to them. It didn’t sell very well at first,
as people didn’t believe it was actually the band.”
Sandstone Point has begun similarly building its portfolio of
stars, already counting the Beach Boys, and in February will
host one of music’s true divas, Mariah Carey, requiring the first
use of its custom supersize stage on the water.
“Courier Mail was saying recently, Mariah Carey’s going to
play this pub in a small town. Ok, the town’s 30,000 people,
which is fairly small, but it’s not exactly a small pub. It’s a $30m
pub, and it was set up to do these numbers from day one.
Everything you can think about with a band – from the stage,
to the power, to the access – we were thinking about, and
getting feedback and designs done, so that when we got to
the end it was suitable.
“We were offered some big acts when Sandstone first opened
and we chose not to do them because we’d rather get it right.
Crucial things, like getting people in and out, access, parking.
The other is food and drink. If you stuff those up people just
whinge constantly. It’s an experience, so make sure you’ve
got the right sound, there is signage and people understand
what’s going on, and security are on-point. If you get the
production right, people enjoy it.
“Where we’re different, you can come and have a drink
beforehand, there’s obviously heaps of car parking, you see the
show, maybe stay here, do the whole lot, where every other
venue in Brisbane, most of them you can’t even have a drink
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there before the show, or you’re lining up on the kerb to get in.
“30 years ago, the band would get 50 per cent and the hotel
would get 50 per cent on the ticket sales. You’d say to them
‘you’ve booked, see you on the night’. We look at it differently.
We’ll help promote the show through our network. We’ve got
a massive EDM mailing list, almost 70,000 on Facebook at
Eatons Hill, Sandstone I think is over 35,000. We help promote
and get ticket sales, and invest in that show and leverage our
existing network. It works, and they appreciate the support,
and we get good results out of it too.
“The shows are fairly high maintenance. We’ve got in-house
painters, electricians and plumbers. If there’s a problem, they’ll
fix it pretty quick, otherwise it just runs down the room.
“Every night we have a band here the restaurant’s pretty busy,
which works well. All the hotels do pretty good food numbers,
but especially Sandstone, that’s our top food pub, turnoverwise. For events, we don’t do all the food ourselves, we get
external food caterers in to complement us. It changes, we
morph them in and out – Mexican, pizzas, burgers. Then we
have our own fish & chippery down at the waterfront called
the Oyster Chef, which used to be a working oyster shucking
shed and is just all fresh seafood, and our roasting area, where
we do stuff like whole pig on a spit.”
In celebration of its history as an oyster farm, Sandstone Point

will in November 2017 run its second annual Oyster Festival,
boasting celebrity chef Sally Jenyns fronting cooking displays
and classes, and wandering servers with huge trays of the
shellfish ready to go.
Last year the Hotel pre-stocked with 800 dozen oysters, but
the response saw these on track to run out before midday.
The quest to satisfy ravenous punters roped in supplier
Bribie Island Oysters, its entire crew brought along to
frantically shuck molluscs. Oysters were being offered with
accompaniments such as pineapple vinaigrette and red wine,
as well as fresh and Kilpatrick, but the actual oyster type
changed throughout the day according to supply. By day’s end
2,000 dozen oysters were sold.
Sandstone Point’s great oyster scramble of 2016, soon to be
bolstered by its successor, and the superstar concerts, and the
boutique accommodation, all ultimately speak to the same
thing at Comiskey Group: the business of hospitality.
“People say to me ‘I’m going to open a pub’. Unless you’re
passionate about hospitality – and when I say that I mean
people, food, customers, whether good or bad, everything
from fit-outs to experiences to walking down the hallway
making sure you say hello to people, that’s hospitality … if
you’re not passionate about all that, pubs are extremely bad.
Don’t get into it. If you’re getting in for the money, it’s not
worth it, find something else.”
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SEPTEMBER’S BIGGEST NEWS

SELLY SEASON RAMPS UP
The Patonga Beach Hotel sold and is set to become another
addition to the acclaimed Boathouse portfolio. Boasting
1540sqm of water frontage, the Hotel was first listed last
August by Scape Constructions, which had purchased it just
18 months prior.

and $6bn Barangaroo development. Closing in 2008, it lay
dormant for years until a big refurbishment, going to market
March 2015, selling to British entrepreneur Richard Sapsford
for close to $20 million. He promptly undertook another $5m
renovation, finally reopening for business October 2015.

Scape initiated several improvements including a ferry service
from Gosford, and were not in a hurry to sell, but market
conditions revived the sale process, with Scape engaging
Manenti Quinlan and Ray White Hotels.

A year later Sapford re-listed it, with expectations of more than
$30m. No taker was immediately found, until an unknown
residential agent reportedly brokered it to the Chinese-backed
First Master Capital for circa $31.5m.

It has been snapped up for an undisclosed amount by the
successful Boathouse chain of venues, owned and run by
Andrew and Pip Goldsmith, who see it as the perfect setting
for their concept and entry into hotels.
“We want to essentially do a combination of what they’re
doing there now as a pub, and what we do well, which is
beachside cafes,” said Andrew Goldsmith.

Iris Capital has nailed another development play, selling
its DA-approved Crown Hotel in Parramatta to Coronation
Property, in a transaction worth $50 million.
Iris bought Crown Parramatta mid-2014 along with
Homebush’s Wentworth Hotel from Rod Salmon, and in 2016
paid around $8 million for the heritage-listed three-story
largely vacant building at 265 Crown St, a few doors down
from the Crown at #295.
The deal with Coronation was for both titles, adding to its
massive 54-storey tower beside and above the heritage-listed
Church at 8 Phillip Street, slated for 35 floors of apartments, a
rooftop bar and Parramatta’s first 5-Star hotel.
“I think it’s a phenomenal price for a phenomenal asset, no
doubt about it,” said Arnaout.

The Nelson Meers Group (NMG) pounced on Hurstville’s
iconic Ritz, paying $45 million to add the baker’s dozen to its
strong gaming portfolio.
In 2006 the pub achieved the highest sale of a freehold going
concern in NSW, selling for $52m to Aussie Leisure Group,
which sold it three years later to the Redmond family for
$38m, who also sold it just a year after that, $30.5m.
NMG already boasts 12 pubs in the stable, all in the top 150 of
the list of gaming operations, making the Ritz, currently L&G’s
#37, a good fit.
The Hotel Palisade has been sold
again for a hot market top-dollar
price, less than two years after
it reawakened from eight years
closed and two renovations.
A hotel was first built at the Millers
Point site in 1880, the current
structure built in 1912 by the
Sydney Harbour Trust. It overlooks
the Harbour Bridge and foreshore
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Just two weeks later, Iris announced sale of its freehold
interest of eastern suburbs landmark the Clovelly Hotel for
close to $34 million. Iris executed an extensive renovation
of the four-level hotel in 2013 and in late 2016 leased the
operation to Bruce Solomon and Matt Moran for 20 years.
The freehold sale price represented a very sharp five per cent
yield, negotiated through JLL Hotels’ John Musca and Colliers
International director Miron Solomons. The buyer is believed
to be a local, with other passive hotel investments.

John Feros’ JDA Hotels and associates have executed a sale
and management deal on the Allawah Hotel for around $30
million.
The Hotel is ranked #140 on the Liquor & Gaming list of NSW
venues. JDA acquired it in 2007, and have now divested to a
private equity ‘special purpose vehicle’, assembled and backed
by White & Partners, while retaining an ownership percentage
and negotiating a management agreement to continue
operation, in a deal brokered by Ray White Hotels’ director
Andrew Jolliffe.

SEPTEMBER’S BIGGEST NEWS
PUBS SHINE AT NATIONAL
AWARDS
Australia’s hospitality elite gathered to celebrate the 2017 AHA
National Awards for Excellence, the event taking place for the
second year at the magnificent RACV Royal Pines Resort, with
an outdoor aspect that included flare bartenders, live music,
the awards to hospitality individuals, and a fireworks display.
The nearly 500 attendees then retired into the Grand
Ballroom for dinner and the broader Awards. 288 nominees
were acknowledged across 40 categories, all having won a
respective category in their own State or Territory, bringing a
comprehensive spread of styles and diversity.
“The hotel industry is one of the most dynamic in the nation
and a week rarely goes by without the launch of new ideas,
renovations or complete re-developments at venues right
across the country,” offered AHA National President Scott
Leach.
Western Australia took four wins, including key titles Overall
Hotel of the Year for Perth’s State Buildings, incorporating the
luxurious COMO The Treasury, which took Best Restaurant,
and Group Operator, going to Colonial Leisure.
South Australia similarly shone, snatching prizes including Best
Entertainment Venue, at the Governor Hindmarsh Hotel, and
Best Tourism Initiative, at the National Wine Centre.
The all-important Hall of Fame award went to veteran of
Victorian hotels and metropolitan vice-president to AHA
Victoria since 2008, Mark Robertson OAM – known for his
work with industry and establishing AHA charitable activities.
Including this, Victoria took home nine awards.
A strong NSW contingent of nominees and grinning winners
trekked north to the Gold Coast, returning with 11 gongs
across a wide array of categories.
The host State claimed four titles, including Best Gaming
venue, and Overall Hotel of the Year – Regional for the Prince
Alfred in Ipswich.

Thirty awards honoured venues and individuals in areas of
bartending prowess and drinks, and Best Sustainable Bar
Program – a new category this year, taken by Merivale’s
Charlie Parker’s.
New Pub of the Year went to Christian Denny and Maurice
Terzini’s Dolphin Hotel, while Pub of the Year went to the
Unicorn Hotel, co-owned by Young Henrys director Oscar
McMahon.
For not the first time, the highly acclaimed Baxter Inn took out
Bar of the Year, and Melbourne’s amazing Black Pearl took the
gong for Cocktail Bar of the Year.
But Pub Operator of 2017 went to Merivale, which with the
recent purchase of The Collaroy, shows no signs of slowing
down.
“It’s so exciting to win this award this year, as the competition
across the industry at all levels is by far the strongest ever,”
Merivale CEO Justin Hemmes told PubTIC.
“Business has never been so exciting, and this award is
testament to my brilliant staff.”

ACCOUNTANT DIVESTS
PUB FOR $25

The competition to own Das Hund Haus bier bar ended, the
random electronic draw selecting local Guy Ashford as the
winning ticket-holder.
Former accountant James Sneddon opened the German bier
bar a few years ago, but decided to sell it to pursue his dream
to launch a revolutionary service for treatment and prevention
of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), Stigma Health.
He created a promotion based in $25 two-for-one vouchers,
each coming with five complimentary tickets to win the
Newcastle pub. Final count saw 12,621 vouchers sold in 20
countries. 637 were redeemed, with average spend of $130
each, producing gross revenue over $315k and a huge benefit
to cashflow.
From this, almost $75k was spent on: prize money ($30k),
$10k surety for the landlord, and assorted expenses, leaving a
healthy premium on the original valuation of circa $200k for
the business.
“My heart was in my mouth just about the whole time. Social
media and the press drove sales, however being such an
unusual promotion I don’t think the public would have trusted
this without some traditional media.”
The new owner and his wife have since celebrated at the Das
Hund with Sneddon and his fiancé Pip (pictured).

The following week saw Australian Bartender Magazine’s 17th
edition of the Bar Awards, dubbed the Oscars of the bar scene,
with a strong showing from the pub community in the evershifting cauldron of cocktails and bar culture.
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